8-12 TON EXCAVATOR CAB GUARD

- Separate upper & lower ½” polycarbonate windows attached to a painted steel frame
- Hinged polycarbonate allows for emergency egress for front exit cabs and easy cleaning (4” spacing)
- Pivoting lower sections allows better fitment across cab sizes
- Universal mounting locations allows the guard to fit most 8-12t excavators without drilling or welding
- Less than 30 minutes to install
- Weight: Approx 100lbs

**SPECS AND DIMENSIONS:**

| Frame outside width: | 39.25” |
| Frame overall width (w/ handle): | 42.5” |
| Frame overall height: | 65.875” |
| Bottom hinge angle: | 35 Deg |
| Upper frame outside height: | 45.375” |
| Upper frame outside width: | 39.25” |
| Upper frame cutout height: | 41” |
| Upper frame cutout width: | 33.875” |
| Lower frame outside height: | 22.375” |
| Lower frame outside width: | 39” |
| Lower frame cutout height: | 20” |
| Lower frame cutout width: | 33.875” |